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About This Game

The shadows of destruction begin to loom on the horizon once a human mage uncovers a dark and powerful secret dating back
to the remote past of the Elven race.
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I think I started to like Elves. I actually highly recommend Elven Legacy, but only if you played Fantasy Wars and want more of
the same. Fantasy Wars has the same gameplay and the same graphics and it's the game you want to begin the story and not get
curb-stomped on your very first mission. Now, if you liked Fantasy Wars and want to continue the experience, Elven Legacy is
for you. But don't expect any new gameplay mechanism.. In short: a competent, fantasy-themed Panzer General. Full disclosure:
I actually bought this on physical media in a bargain bin years ago. Picked it up again during a Steam sale. Pros: - solid turn-
based strategy experience - choose new abilities for your troops to match your playstyle as they level up - core army carries
through a given campaign Cons: - hamfisted voice acting - cliche plot - dated graphics, but I prefer the 3d animations to the 2d
sprites of something like Battle for Wesnoth If you're old enough to remember Fantasy General, this will scratch that itch. The
series certainly worth $5 for turn-based fans during a steeply discounted Steam sale.. This game can be difficult, but I enjoy the
grind of working through it turn by turn!. This one is a lot more fun and a lot harder than I thought it would be. It is a traditional
heax-grid wargame, of course with elves and magical spells. But the time element in the story line means that you bot have to
deal with opponents AND keep moving, and you are usually closely matched with what confronts you.. decent game. This game
is utter garbage it haspoor gameplay and the voice acting is weak at best. I admit that I didn't play this game as long as I maybe
should have, but right from the start I could see that this game would enrage the completionist in me. No way to explore the
battle map and take my time, as well as get the necessary benefits of a 'Gold' win. Of course I can see how this game could
really fit into another person's play style. It's not a bad game, just not what I had hoped for as far as strategy or RPG.
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